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Abstract—A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is an 
infrastructure less distributed network without any central control in
which each node jointly participate for routing. Topology of the 
network is not fixed and varies dynamically with time. Routing in
such an infrastructure less network is still a challenging task. In this 
paper we propose a novel load balanced routing for mobile ad hoc 
network. In this approach load is defined as the number bytes of 
packets transmitted by the node and the number of nodes from which
it is currently receiving the data packets. Route is constructed in on 
demand fashion. In our approach there is a provision for handling 
the data collision occurred by interference by selecting the disjoint
paths. For each node contributing in routing a flag bit is set with the 
time limit TTL  once the time limit exceeds this value flag bit is
reset. By this flag bit we are able to monitor the data collisions
occurred due to interference of the data packets. Each node keeps
track of the number of data packets transmitted by him as well as the
data packets transmitted by its one hop neighboring nodes along with
their flag bit status for the current time interval, by limited
broadcasts of hello messages. For relaying the route request the flag
bits of neighboring nodes must be at reset status. By this approach 
we are able to enhance the performance of DSR routing algorithm
for larger extent.

Keywords-control information, interference, load balanced
routing, route coupling.

 I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc network is a resource constrained
randomly deployed network, in which almost all the nodes are
battery constrained. Data communication in such a network is
possible along multiple hops, nodes that are in communication
range of each other can communicate directly, while the nodes
that are spatially disjoint uses other intermediate nodes to
relay the packets. Application of such a network is in personal
area networking, emergency operations such as search and
rescue in disaster caused areas, policing and fire fighting,
military applications such as on the battle field, civilian
environment such as taxi cab networks, meeting rooms, sports
stadium etc. Routing in such a mobile infrastructure less
network where the topology of the network keeps on varying
frequently is a challenging task due to lack of central control.
Much of the earlier work have been focused on routing in such
an infrastructure less environment like AODV, DSR, DSDV,
ZRP etc. These protocols are categorized as table driven
routing protocols such as DSDV, WRP etc. and on demand
routing protocols such as AODV, DSR, TORA, etc. Some
hybrid protocols such as ZRP have also been proposed which
combines the best features of above mentioned protocols.
Performance comparisons of above mentioned protocols
shows that the on demand routing protocols outperforms the

table driven routing protocols. While the other set of work
have been propagated in energy saving mechanism. But
almost all of the above mentioned routing protocols in one
way or other tries converge into shortest path routing. One of
the advantages of using shortest path routing is that it is good
for overall energy efficiency because energy needed to 
transmit a packet is directly proportional to path length or
number of hops. But the shortest path routing is restricted to
use the same set of hops to route the data packets, thus causing
some of the heavily loaded nodes and thus causing some of
the nodes to die earlier resulting into holes in the network or 
even worst into partitioning of the network. Thus the need for
load balanced routing emerges. Load balanced routing
algorithm can be divided into two categories:

a. Based on cost function used for selecting the path.
b. Based on the modification over routing algorithm.

A. Based on the cost function used: in this category load
balanced routing algorithm can be classified as Traffic size
based load balanced routing and delay based load balanced
routing. In Traffic size based load balanced routing load of a 
node is defined as the number of packets transmitted by the
node and tries to balance this per node traffic load. Examples
of such a load balancing strategies are Dynamic load aware
routing (DLAR) [3], Load balanced ad hoc routing (LBAR)
[2], load sensitive routing (LSR) [4] etc. While the delay
based routing protocols takes delay as the path computation
metric and tries to avoid selecting the congested nodes during
path formation. Examples of such load balanced routing
strategies are Delay oriented shortest path routing protocols
(DOSPR) [5], Load aware on demand routing protocols
(LAOR) [6] etc.

B. Based on the modification: in this category load balanced
routing scheme can be classified as AODV based and DSR
based. The load balanced routing scheme that are build taking 
Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector routing protocol as a 
bench mark falls under this category example of such load
balanced routing scheme are Dynamic Load Aware Routing
Protocol (DLAR) [3], Load Balance Ad Hoc Routing Protocol
(LBAR) [2], Load Aware On Demand Routing Protocol
(LAOR) [6]. While the load balanced routing protocols that
are build taking DSR as a bench mark falls under DSR based
load balanced routing scheme, example of such load balancing
scheme are Load Sensitive Routing (LSR) [4], Free Degree
Adaptive Routing (FDAR) [20], Accumulative relative Delay
Load Balanced Routing Protocol (ARDLB) [1].
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II. RELATED WORK

Among the various routing algorithm only the
associativity based routing (ABR)[19] considers the load as a
routing metric, however ABR considers load as the secondary
routing metric and hence the protocol does not account for
various traffic loads of each data session. Thereafter many
load balanced routing algorithm has been proposed. In 
dynamic load aware routing (DLAR) [3] load information is 
defined as the number of packets that exists in the interface of
a node. In DLAR nodes need to keep informing the
destination about the load information by piggybacking them
on data packets so that the destination always have the latest 
load information for deciding the path. In routing with load
balancing (LBAR) [2] destination collects as much
information as possible. To choose the best route in terms of
minimum nodal activity this is defined as number of active
routes passing by the node. By gathering the nodes activity
degrees for a given route the total route activity degree is
found. In load sensitive routing (LSR) [4] the load information
depends on two parameters total path load and the standard
deviation of the total path load. In LSR if an intermediate node
has multiple route request stored in its cache for the same 
session that were collected from dropped duplicate packets, it
will replace the rest of the path in the route reply packets with
the best path in terms of load destination monitor’s the load
cost for each incoming data packets during an active session
and informs the source when the load costs exceeds certain
percentage. If so found new route is better than the earlier 
route then the source immediately adopts the new route. In 
load aware on demand routing (LAOR) [6] the total path delay
is considered as the load metric for calculating the route
LAOR measures each node’s delay including the contention
and transmission delays. LAOR uses this node delay, previous
node delay and the number of packets being queued in the
current node to determine the congested node in the path.
These congested nodes drop any incoming route requests;
intermediate nodes after receiving route requests updates the
load information in the packets and resends them to all 
neighbors. The intermediate node will also check the load
value and will drop the packet if its load value is worst than
the currently stored one, if better than the packet will be 
resent. At destination any new coming route request carrying a
new path will be compared with the currently active path. If
better in terms of load then this path will be sent to the source
as route reply. In accumulative relative delay load balanced
routing protocol (ARDLB) [1] a new technique is used for
load calculation which can utilize relative delay in the node
queue instead of the node delay alone. In ARDLB [1] each
node calculates its own delay at each packet arrival and stores 
it in appropriate memory space moreover it updates part of the
load information in the passing by packets. The path carried
by any packet has the total delay as stamp. In network aware
MAC and routing protocol for effective load balancing in ad
hoc wireless networks with directional antenna [15] makes
efficient use of directional antenna and define a new

parameter called route coupling which takes care of the data
loss occurred by path coupling (interference) and resolves it
by the finding out the zone disjoint routes. In a novel delay
oriented shortest path routing protocol for mobile ad hoc
networks (DOSPR) [5] the access contention delay at the
MAC layer is computed and factorized to the total delay
computation. This delay computed is used as the path
selection metric. In load balanced routing considering power
conservation in wireless ad hoc networks [7] energy threshold
value is computed and transmitted with route request, this
threshold value is utilized as the path selection criteria over
the network. In load balanced routing through virtual paths [8]
load value is defined to be number of packets in bytes and thus
defines the parameters regional load and total load. Based on
these parameters balances load of the defined region and total
path load. In load balanced short path routing in wireless ad 
hoc networks [11] four greedy methods have been defined for
effectively balancing the load of the particular path by taking
the number of packets delivered by any node as its load
parameter. Recently in interference aware load balanced
routing in wireless mesh network (IALBR) [10] data loss by
the interference is taken into account. In IALBR probability of 
channel busy is defined as the load parameter for the path
selection criteria. In (FDAR) [20] free degree of the nodes is
defined as the load parameter, which is calculated as the ration
of transmission rate of the node to the receiving rate of the
node.

In this paper, we propose a new load balanced routing
scheme that can efficiently manage network load in an 
efficient way. This protocol is traffic size based and based on
the modification falls under the class DSR based load
balanced routing protocol. In this protocol we define the
number of bytes of packets node has transferred and the
number of active neighboring host that are active for that
particular time instant as the load parameter. This scheme
balances the traffic load as well as reduces the data coupling.
However in our scheme intermediate nodes can not send route
reply back to the source even if it has route to the destination.
As the cache information may not give the accurate load 
information of the listed route. Load of the neighboring nodes
is known by the periodic broadcast of hello messages.
Next the rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section

 we describe some mathematical notations and definitions
and in section iv  we describe our hybrid approach for load
balanced routing scheme.

iii

III. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Wireless nodes can be modeled as set of points S in a
plane let n denote the number of points in the plane we assume
that the communication range of each node is one. The
communication graph of S is then, a unit disk graph

),()( ESGSU where if the Euclidean
distance between

Eqp ),(
Sqp, is at most 1. Let denotes the set 

of paths satisfying set of route requests R . Then for any
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Rr the load incurred to any node)(vl v  is defined to be
sum of the number of packets (in bytes) delivered by that node

Rr
rlL

The path load is defined as the sum of all the load of the
respective intermediate nodes contributing the path i.e. for any
P

Pi
iLPL

 Let K  be the transmission range of a node Sv then
 be its interference range. We say that two paths are 

disjoint when they are at least  Euclidean
distance apart. Let T denotes the time period, we define the
activity of the node as for any time , node

kK
kK *2

Tt Sv  is 
actively participating in the routing activity i.e. either
transmitting or receiving, for reflecting such an activity of the
node we use a flag bit.

otherwise
ttimeatactiveisnodeif

Aflag
0
1

Activity flag  is set, with a value of time to
live , if for the current fraction of time , the node

 is actively participating in routing; otherwise it is reset. 
The value  is assigned as the twice of the time taken by
the route request message to reach the destination node. Each
time the node receives data packets the time to live field is 
updated with this  value. we define the problem of load
balanced routing as

)(Aflag
)(TTL t

Sv
TTL

TTL

Rr
rLimizemax

Subject to PLimizemin

IV A NOVEL LOAD BALANCED ROUTING

Routing in ad hoc networks, according to on demand
fashion, occurs in two steps in first step meta path is formed
based on flooding and in second the destination node selects
the best path among all the available paths. We assume that
each node keeps track of the information of its one hop
neighbor such as amount of load relayed by the node i.e.
number of packets delivered by it, and its flag bit information
with its TTL  value. Now the algorithm is defined as follows:

A. Information Exchange:
Each node periodically broadcasts hello message to its one
hop neighboring nodes consisting its node ID, the number of
packets transmitted by it and its flag bit information with its

 value. This hello message is limited to rebroadcast
again by the receiving nodes. The node receiving this hello
message will record the values contained in the hello message,
failing to receive hello message from earlier listed node

denotes the node is no longer connected and link is no longer
valid and hence the its recorded value is deleted from the
routing table. Similarly receiving hello message from new 
node denotes new link has been formed and its received values
must be recorded in routing table.

TTL

B. Algorithm: 
i) At source node: Initially source node does not have the
location information of destination node so it broadcasts route
request (RREQ) message for the route discovery. The route
request message carries the source ID, destination ID, and a
path vector which contains the relaying node ID, and amount
of the traffic the relaying node has delivered. This RREQ is 
again forwarded by the neighboring nodes till the destination
node has been reached; this mechanism is known as flooding.
After broadcasting route request message Source node waits
for route reply packets till predefined amount of time. Once
this amount of time has expired after broadcasting route
request message and no route reply packet has received the
source node again broadcasts the route request message. Once
the source node receives route reply packet it comes to know
that a route has been build and starts transmitting data packets
via received route. 

ii) At intermediate node: When the intermediate node receives
this RREQ packets it first checks its routing table weather its 
any of the neighboring node is active for that instant of time if 
yes then it drops the route request packet, else adds its node
ID, load information in the path vector of the route request
packet and again re broadcast it.

When intermediate node receives route reply packet it 
first updates its routing table by making flag bit 1 (set) with
the TTL value listed in the route reply packet along with the 
cache information and then unicast this route reply packet and
waits for the data packets to arrive. When the intermediate
node receives data packets it first replaces the TTL value by
the $ttl amount which is defined as the same value of TTL
listed in the route request packet received earlier. Once this
$ttl time is out the flag bit is reset.

iii) At the destination node: once the destination node receives
the route request message it first records the TTL value
defined in the route request packet for that respective route
and waits for predefined amont of time to collect other route
request messages after collecting the various route’s
information, the destination node then chooses the best node
whose path load is least among all the available paths. The
destination node then simply swaps the path vector of the
chosen route and after attaching the calculated $ttl value in the
time field of route reply packet sends the route reply message
and simultaneously set its flag bit.

When intermediate node receives this route reply packets,
it first set its activity flag i.e.   then after recording
the information in its route cache, unicast this route reply
packet to the next hop node defined in the path vector of the
route reply packet. When the source node receive this unicast 

1Aflag
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route reply (RREP) packet it comes to know that a route has
been build and then first set its flag bit and then starts data
transmission.

When any of the intermediate relaying node moves
away from the transmission range of its upstream neighbor
due to mobility, its upstream neighbor informs the source node
by sending the route error (RERR) message. The source node
upon receiving RERR message again floods the RREQ 
message to obtain the optimal route and process of route
construction is repeated.

Example:consider the network model below:-

Fig. 1 Network model

In fig. 1 the virtual links represents the nodes that are in
transmission range of the respective nodes or simply the
transmission range of the respective nodes and the weights
among the nodes represents the amount of traffic the respective
nodes has delivered. Suppose the source node A wants to send
data packets to destination node D then node A broadcasts
route request message this ruote request message is heard  by
node H as it is the only node in the transmission range of node
A. so node H after attaching its load value and flag status of the
neighboring nodes available at current instant rebroadcasts it to
its neighboring node i.e. node E, node F and node I, where the
proceedure is repeated. Lastly when the destination node D 
recieves this route request message it calculates the path load
which is the sum of the load values of all the intermediate
nodes that has attached its ID in the route request packet. the
destination node then sets its flag bit and reverses the path
vector contained in route request message and sends it as route
reply. The intermediate node when recieves this route reply 
first sets its flag bit and then unicast it. When the source node
recieves this route reply it comes to know that a route has been
build and then starts data transmisiion. For example fig. 2 show
the route constructed between source destination pair node A
and node D.

Fig 2. Illustration of route construction

The following figure below shows the status of routing tables
at the respective nodes when source node A has sent two bytes
of data packets to destination node D. note that we have use # 
sign in the type field to reflect the node ID belongs to the
repective node and $ sign to reflect the node is a neighbor
node. $ttl represents the calculated TTL  value for flag bit. 
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Fig 3. Status of routing tables at respective nodes when source
node A has sent 2 bytes of data packets to destination node D 

At the same instant while communication is going on between
node A and node D suppose node S wants to communicate
with node C. then according to the algorithm and the status of 
routing tables at the respective nodes, node C selects the route
C-B-F-S. note that the route request message will not be 
forwarded by node E as at that interval of time the flag bit of its
neighboring node H will be set. 

Fig 3. Illustration of route construction between node pair S 
and D 

The figure below illustrates the status of the updated routing
tables at the respective nodes at the condition when source
node A has send two bytes of data packets to destination node
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D and the source node S has sent data packet of size two bytes
to the destination node C. 
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we demonstrated A novel load balanced routing
scheme that can efficiently reduce the data collision or route
coupling. By this method we can reduce the packet loss due to 
collision and interference. Next the mechanism requires
further improvement to reduce the amount of flooding as more
successive flooding can result in performance degradation. We
targeted the route adaptation and maintenance as our future
work.
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